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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
 
10th June 2021 
At 3.30pm at 
Wimbledon Bookfest, Wimbledon Common 
 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
 
John Merriman, Chair of Merton Chamber, welcomed guests to the 28th AGM, with special thanks to 
the newly elected Mayor of Merton Cllr. Michael Brunt, as well as the new Leader of the Council, Cllr 
Mark Allison for joining the meeting. 
 
He also thanked Wimbledon Bookfest for hosting and working with us on the event. 
 
John ran through the agenda items and confirmed that the meeting was quorate, in accordance with the 
Mems & Arts and introduced Diana Sterck, CEO. 
 
John began the meeting with the Chair’s Report. 
 
CHAIRS REPORT 
 
John began by Looking Back to the past year, and what a year it was! 
 
He explained that like many businesses, Merton Chamber were conducting business as usual and 
progressing very well and then - Covid and Lockdown – and all our lives changed with immediate 
effect! 
 
In March 2020 the Chamber had 725 member businesses, which made us the largest area-based 
Chamber of Commerce in London. Fifteen months on we still have 705 members. He expressed his 
thanks to the members for sticking with the Chamber, especially when you consider many businesses 
were closed or paused. He believes that the Chamber has provided amazing value in the services and 
support it has rolled out in response to Covid.   
 
In the first 3 months of 2020 9 events were run, with 275 attendees. When March 2020 arrived, the 
Chamber was planning the launch of the 2020 Merton Best Business Awards. The venue, Wimbledon 
Theatre, was suddenly closed overnight, so the decision was made to move to a video based on-line 
launch. By June the team realised the awards just couldn’t go ahead and the decision was made to pull 
the plug on the awards for 2020. All in person events were cancelled; therefore the Chamber moved 
very quickly to address how to continue to offer what it has a strong reputation for, that is “Connecting” 
– both businesses, stakeholders and people. By the end of March 2020 all events had moved online.  
The webinars Reach and Connect were launched which kept businesses informed and advise was 
given on all matters related to Covid and business. 
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Within the first three months of Lockdown 21 events were run in total with 535 people attending. In 
June the decision was made to hold the 2020 AGM online. A number of members talked about their 
business experiences in those early months of Lockdown.  John also thanked Patron members – 
Hartley Fowler Chartered Accountants and also Morrisons Solicitors, for sponsoring the online events 
as well as Merton Council, Roehampton University and Wimbledon Centre Court Shopping for their 
support.  
 
Throughout the year the Chamber worked hand in hand with Merton Council – with a special section on 
the Chamber website launched to help connect and inform businesses on the latest policy, guidelines 
and grants as well as making information accessible and relevant to the local audience. We worked 
very closely with the three Business Improvement Districts and sponsors, with #MertonTogether 
remaining the mantra to promote Merton as a great place to live, work, shop local and buy local. 
 
Through the partnership with Merton Connected and Merton Giving, we supported our local 
communities and charities providing vital services. During the period 78 local organisations benefitted 
from a total grant fund in excess of over £154,000 - all supporting local residents in a time of national 
crisis. 
 
FORMAL AGM 
 
Apologies were noted. 
 
Approval of the 2020 Minutes 
John Merriman asked members to approve the Minutes from the last AGM held online on 4 th June 
2020, these were accepted as an accurate record of proceedings and were unanimously received.  
There were no actions. 
 
Proposer: Nick Parr, New Wimbledon Theatre  |  Seconded by: Simon Shimmens, MVSC 
 
Financial Report  
 
John then introduced, CEO of the Chamber, Diana Sterck to look at the Financial Report for the last 
year. 
 
Following a restructuring and reduction in our cost base in 2018, the three year strategy at that time by 
the Company continued to have positive results. Organisation of the Merton Best Business Awards was 
brought in house in 2019 and sponsorship revenues were increased. Membership and events activity 
was positive. From Spring 2020 we worked to support the business community through the COVID 19 
pandemic and have strengthened our partnership working with other Chambers of Commerce and also 
with local authority. Membership levels have remained strong, but events activity has been severely 
affected by COVID 19 regulations. This included the postponement of the Merton Best Business 
Awards in 2020. We have responded to a number of business opportunities to support Merton 
businesses and have been successful in securing new revenue streams. 
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Diana thanked Sponsors for their financial support. 
 
To receive and adopt the accounts of the Company for the year ended June 2020.  The accounts 
had been approved by our Finance Committee, as prepared by Hartley Fowler LLP.  They had been 
approved by the Board and it was recommended that the accounts were received by the membership.  
The accounts were also available on the website, and at the AGM.  The accounts were unanimously 
approved. 
Proposer: Nick Parr, New Wimbledon Theatre  |  Seconded by: Simon Shimmens, MVSC 
  

To appoint accountants of the Company.  The Chair recommended that our accountants for over 15 
years, Hartley Fowler LLP, were re-appointed for another year and this was unanimously approved.  
The Chair thanked Hartley Fowler for their support and their work on the Finance Committee.    
 
Proposer: Nick Parr, New Wimbledon Theatre  |  Seconded by: Simon Shimmens, MVSC 
 
The membership rate will be increased in line with CPI by 1.6%.   
Both the accounts and the membership rate increase was approved by the members. 

  

To re-appoint existing members of the Board of Directors.   The Chair then introduced the Board to 
the audience and thanked them for a fantastic job over the last year and for their support.   He thanked 
Delrose Earle for her support over the years, especially for equality in the borough. 
Proposed by Proposer: Jenny O’Neill, Merton Giving  |  Seconder: Steve Bennett, Safety Delivery. 
  

To appoint new members to the Board of Directors:  Eleanor Merrick from the University of 
Roehampton, Shernette May, from Sherwood Park Hall CIC and Slawek Szczepanski from the  
Association for Polish Family PYZA. 
Their appointments were approved and proposer: Simon Marsh, WSM Advisory   |   Seconder: Mike 
Reed, Time & Leisure 
 
That concluded the formal part of the AGM. 
 
Review of the Year 
CEO of Merton Chamber of Commerce, Diana Sterck provided a review of the year. 
 
Looking Ahead: Survive, Revive and Thrive - CEO’s Report 
 
Through the Chamber, Diana Sterck said that she is privileged to have a lot of contact with many 
businesses, and from her experience, businesses are at very different stages of recovery from Covid 
according to how long they have had to close. 
 
Throughout the year she has sat on the Council’s panel that assesses applications for the discretionary 
grants for local businesses - reviewing hundreds of applications demonstrating how resilient businesses 
are, and also the mountain they need to climb to get back to where they were pre-Covid. Simon 
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Shimmens (MVSC) and Sarah Xavier (Merton Council) who were both in attendance also have sat on 
the panel. All those receiving grants have suffered year on year losses ranging from 40% to 90%. Many 
are also battling with a skills deficit, resulting from losing key staff through furlough and redundancies, 
with some almost going back to a start-up phase. 
 
Membership 

Merton Chamber’s aimed is to continue to connect and talk up Merton and all things local; and to 
continue to lobby on business issues, representing businesses concerns. Over the year Diana has met 
weekly with both the London Chamber of Commerce and 13 other local Chambers of Commerce. The 
result has been joined up lobbying and joint initiatives, all bringing better value to our members.   
 
Events  
Diana announced that the Merton Best Business Awards will be back this year to recognise and  
celebrate Merton’s incredible business community. They are to be remodelled completely for one year 
only to reflect the journey businesses have been on; to recognise their flexibility and resilience, and to 
celebrate achievements against the odds. The application window will launch on 16th September and 
run for around 6 weeks with the awards event on 1st December. Businesses in Merton can register 
their interest at mertonbestbusiness.co.uk . 
 
From September compliance workshops will be reintroduced, helping businesses staff to maintain their 
first aid and health and safety accreditation. 
 
In recognition of the need for a Green Recovery the Chamber continues to promote business 
leadership in combatting climate change. One thing Covid has done is to highlight more than ever the 
critical role businesses play in reducing carbon footprint. The Chamber are pleased to be working with 
the primary care networks in East Merton on their journey to be both “green and healthy”. 
 
Partnerships 
Diana has spent a lot of her time developing and implementing partnership initiatives, all with the aim of 
leveraging in support for Merton businesses. We have launched some new services to help businesses 
get back on track. This includes action-based learning for business leaders, delivered in association 
with Business Clan, and a new partnership with Roehampton University, providing free and intensive 
business advice with experts in technology, marketing, finance and people management. 
 
Earlier this year the Chamber became a local employer Gateway representative for the Government 
funded Kickstart Scheme, supporting businesses to recruit a young person with their salary fully funded 
for 25 hours a week for six months. To date 40 Kickstarters and over 140 placements have been 
approved for recruitment. 
 
The year has also been a torrid one for many charities and Diana is delighted that our partnership with 
Merton Connected has resulted in Merton Giving distributing over £339,000 of grants and has now 
been awarded over £500,000 of funding from the National Lottery, the public health sector and local 
partners, including the Wimbledon Foundation, Clarion Housing, Merton Council and the Moat 
Foundation.  
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This is Diana’s 20th year working for Merton Chamber of Commerce, it has been her privilege, and her 
team to work with so many businesses and partners to make Merton a great place to run a business 
 
 
The formal proceedings of the AGM were then concluded, with no further formal motions.   
 
John then introduced Cllr Mark Allison, Leader of Merton Council to speak. 

 

The audience was thanked for joining Merton Chamber of Commerce at the AGM and Diana and the 
Chamber team then invited guests to network. 


